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acdsee's memory usage is reasonable. the program doesn't seem to get into the red when you use the best of the toolbox functions; it wants only what you offer it. but when you compare acdsee to the competition and to its own own predecessor, acdsee photo
studio looks rather modest in memory use. acdsee uses a simple point-and-click interface. it has the usual tools for adjusting exposure, color, and contrast. as expected, you can resize, rotate, crop, and otherwise edit an image. you can also apply special effects
such as tilt-shift and distortion, multiple light metering, and so on. you can use the program's face detection and auto-enhance features. you can also use custom settings and edit the program's presets. you can crop images or crops to fit a particular subject; you
can also insert borders, frames, drop shadows, and other picture-editing effects. there's an excellent range of image filters as well. acdsee supports jpeg and raw formats. acdsee lets you process raw files by letting you view them in any order, crop them as you
wish, select white balance settings, and apply special effects. you can also create projects and stack multiple copies of your image as you develop them. acdsee lets you automatically select the best moment in an image or select a specific moment from a series
of images, fix exposure, white balance, sharpness, and other features. acdsee also works well with remote servers for managing images from anywhere in the world. this is a nice and appreciated feature if you take your image editing to the beach, the mountains,
or the places where you shoot.
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since we're using acdsee, i have to give this one a "thumbs up" especially if you are using your compact flash cards to keep your photos safe. this update is the new version 2019 which will work with the older compact flash cards or cards that are compliant with
the sd card standard. this update will detect these cards and will save your photos to them! some options can be found in advanced the options panel. the panel also has a tool bar of buttons. you can even use it to start acdsee, configure your screen resolution,

and choose file types to be processed. there's also a help button.to find anything, you can either look in / help or just go to the help menu, click on search and help, then search google for help. the help is not as easy to use as a help page that comes with the
software. if you get lost, go to the help menu and contents. from there you can then find your way back to the features that interest you and how to use them. you can also go to the help menu index and search and help. organize - tags, keywords, keywords,

ratings, etc. - keeps track of locations and photos within folders - can copy photos to cd's - can have auto sorting - supports quality settings - can have edits captured or not, erased or restored - can have optimized or unoptimized file size - generates intermediate
images for post-processing - can save to cd's or upload to your server - can view photos on a timeline in a folder structure that resembles photos captured - can export images as a zip file - can display photos in a photo viewer, like lightroom 5ec8ef588b
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